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A boiler is a heat changer; converts the chemical energy of the fuel into heat energy. In addition, it exchanges this heat with a liquid, usually water, which is converted into water vapor. In a boiler there is combustion, there is the release of heat from the fuel and the collection of heat released by the liquid. In order to be able to carry out risk prevention in places where this equipment is used, it is necessary to know and understand the operation,
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the word 'boiler' among the various meanings displayed, we find: metallic, large and more rounded and cylindrical container that serves to boil a liquid and generate steam that will be used to produce energy or as a heating system. Looking at this definition, we are able to get an idea of the shape and usefulness of a boiler, but more importantly, we can already know that its importance lies in industry, which is ultimately what we will focus on studying:
a boiler is the starting point for energy production in the vast majority of companies. As we have said, we as industrial engineers will focus on from boilers to the industrial sector, although there are other uses such as heating, heating of sanitary waters.... where we will not enter, since only industrial boilers deserve a broad study, which we will try to develop in this book. In short, with this work, what we intend is to make a reference guide to quesea
possible to resort if we need information on this broad topic, such as industrial boilers. A boiler is a heat changer; converts the chemical energy of fuel into heat energy. In addition, it exchanges this heat with a liquid, usually water, which is converted into water vapor. In a boiler is produced combustion, which is the release of heat from the fuel and the collection of heat liberaltated of the liquid. The boiler is necessary to be able to do the vast majority of
the work and in turn also for the comfort of people, because thanks to it people get heat in all places that have a boiler. This heat received from the boiler is given by the basic mechanisms of heat transmission: the cord is the heat that passes from one part of the wall of the home to the other, or from thetubes of fumes; convection, flue pipes are heated to contact with combustion products, and finally radiation is heat exchanged from the flame to the
walls of the home. University of Burgos 11 12. Manual of Industrial BoilersH until the early nineteenth century boilers were used to color clothes, produce steam pararating, etc., until Papin created a small boiler called marmita. It was used to try to move the first machine of the same name, which did not work for a long time as it used wet (low temperature) steam and when heating it stopped producing useful work. After other experiences, James Watt
completed a continuous steam engine, which he used in his own factory when he was a well-known English industrialist. The elementary steam engine was invented by Dionysus Papin in 1769 and developed overiorally by James Watt in 1776.Originally they were used as machines to power water pumps, vertical decilinders. She was the driving force behind the Industrial Revolution. Alternative steamships of varied construction have been used for
many years as an engine agent, but have gradually lost ground to turbines. Among its drawbacks we find the low speed and (as a consequential direct) the highest weight per kW of power, the need for greater space for installation and fault adaptability to use steam at high temperature. Throughout history, traction boilers have been built, allomotors are used for both freight and passenger trains; a kettle removable piping, ready to burn coal or lignite.
To measure the effect of the boiler, and as an anecdotal data, Watt resorted to measuring the average power of many horses, and achieved about 33,000 pound-feet/minute or either 550 pound-foot/sec., a value he called 'Horse Power', the power of a horse. Subsequently, by transferring it to the device metric system, it yielded just over 76kgm/sec, but, the International Bureau of Weights and Measures in Paris, decided to round it up to 75 easier to
simplify, calling it the Steam Horse in tribute to Watt. 1.1. PARTS OF A CALDERA: A boiler consists mainly of: Home or combustion chamber where fuel combustion takes place, its shape and size depend on the type of fuel. An alternating body where some of the heat released in the combustion is absorbed. This is the area where the water is located; forming the boiler. An enclosure that thermally insulates the Dutch home and body exchanged
homes is the extra large home outside at the boiler's own disposal and used to increase the amount of home. University of Burgos 12 13. Manual for industrial boilers Steam boiler scheme in a factory 2. TYPES OF BOILERS: Boilers can be classified in: from water pipes or akupotubulars: or steel boilers: from home to depression. press home. water pipes and humos.de smoke or pyrotubular tubes. o Cast-iron boilers. University of Burgos 13 14.
Manual for industrial boilers 2.1. WATER PIPE BOILERS OR ACUOTUBULARES: Due to the major disadvantages of pyrotubular boilers another tupe of boilers is built. In aquatubular boilers, water circulates inside pipes, rather than around them (pyrotubulars), passing hot gases around the pipes. These pipes are located on the outside of the steam boiler. The advantages of this type of boiler are: Greater capacity can be achieved by increasing the
number of pipes, regardless of the diameter of the steam boiler. The main advantage is the freedom to increase capacity and pressure. This type of boiler facilitates the assembly of it, provides higher quality in manufacturing and is more economical. 2.1.1. COMPACT ACUOTUBULAR BOILERS: This type of boiler can burn all types of fuel by varying household features and combustion equipment and has a number of advantages: When installing
multiple units instead of a single large boiler, heating is based on boiler load, providing great elasticity during periods of low steam demand. Small steam generators can be placed near the steam load and avoid loss and reduce size. The can be supplied with a multi-boiler system. Within these boilers are differentiated two types, of small integrated homes used when a quick installation is required and little space is available or can University of Burgos
14 15. Manual of Industrial Boilerssser necessary transfer of the boiler; and large integrated households used in the production of energy vapour and when space problems force the use of energy vapour. 2.1.2. NON-COMPACT ACUOTUBULARES BOILERS: These boilers are mounted on site and consist of one part of pipes and drums with their connections and the other of masonry in refractory bricks. These can be straight tubes or curved tubes,
which are more flexible than straight; and allow for a larger heating area. 2.1.3. HIGH-PRESSURE AND HIGH-TEMPERATURE AKUOTUBULAR BOILERS: These boilers have many advantages, such as the following: Large thermal storage capacity. Absence of heat on the return line. No cleaning machines, condensate pumps, tanks are needed, so the primary costs are lower, lower maintenance and no steam loss. There is no need for an
expensive water treatment system. Boilers have refractory bricks; these bricks can vary in their properties: Thermal conductivity at different temperatures Density Thermal diffuser Specific heat, which conditions the amount of heat stored in Emissivity material that regulates the amount of heat radiated or absorbed by walls, ceiling and floor. University of Burgos 15 16. Manual for industrial boilers 2.1.4. Steel plate BOILER: This type of boiler is designed
for all kinds of power and pressure. They can be high or low pressure, and today they are welded construction. 2.2. HUMOS TUBE BOILERS: Smoke boiler or pyrochemist, i.e. The flow of gases from combustion is carried out inside the pipes; flue gases that prelate from the home pass through the inside of a beam of pipes that are placed in the body of the boiler bathed by water to increase the surface of the heating of the same before being expelled
by the chimney. 2.2.1. FUNDITION BOILERS: Casting boilers are low pressure heating units constructed of steel, bronze or brass die casting sections. Manufactured normal types are classified according to the way defulity sections are assembled using plugs or niples, exterior connectors and threaded leanlings. University of Burgos 16 17. Manual Industrial There are three types of cast iron boilers: or circular fundition boilers: It is a bolted assembly
where the fuel is burned in the central home, with gases rising and flowing through various steps in the sections filled with water and finally coming out of the chimney. o VERTICAL BLOCK BOILERS: These are front-assembled sections with rear, and upright, bolted or joined by threaded connectors. o CALDERAS BY HORIZONTAL SECTIONS: This type of boiler is normally used with gas and burns for each kalidera or several vertical section 2.2.2.
PIROTUBULAR BOILERS FOR LIQUID OR GASEOUS FUELS: Within this type of p afpirotubular boilers there are different types, such as integrated drowning, where you get a flame scarged of the lower part of the home; it can also be compact with home pipes, can be formed by a central pipe immersed in the water, making it home; in this case, the heat transmission is done by means of radiation the reduction of this type of boiler reaches up to
90%. Pyrotubular boilers have a number of advantages that are as follows: Low price During maintenance Ability to withstand large and sudden load fluctuations, and pressure variations Simplicity installation University of Burgos 17 18. Manual of Industrial Boilers Despite the advantages of pyrotubular boilers also have some drawbacks, such as: Limiting the size of the house thermal voltages Danger of explosion Difficult maintenance 3. CALDERA
TYPE SELECTION: The first thing is to take into account what types of work the boiler will be exposed to. Then we must be aware of the qualities that it should be used in the various functions. University of Burgos 18 19. Manual of Industrial BoilersI in addition to the various data we need to know: Boiler Power The voltage required The type of fuel needed to work the demand for steam required, etc. We can say that there are actually several
important factors when choosing a boiler, such as: Consumption Capacity of the company Boiler Capacity Turbine Capacity / Generator The selection of the most suitable and economically efficient type of boiler for an industrial plant becomes easier the less it costs fuel and construction system and fewer types of trusted boilers and its normal regimens to choose from. What needs to be taken into account is whether the choice of type cylindrical boiler
or other construction will work economically. Thermal performance affects fuel costs, but it is not the most important thing for the economy of the boiler, it could be that a thermal elevator boiler is cost-effective for maintenance and operating costs. The amount of poor results achieved with a large number of unitsucated is not due to design defects such as the use of the decubated fuel, in the absence of fire or malfunction. This can happen to us with
any type of boiler, and only9 can be solved with specialized staff and with the improvement of instruments and appliances from which cheaper results are expected. The initial cost is crucial, it is an error, as a reduced increase in initial costs can be recovered in the first ten months. The factors involved in the choice of a boiler are: Fuel and shot Feed water Pressure, evaporative power operation and maintenance. University of Burgos 19 20. Manual
for industrial boilers 4. CONDITIONS TO BE MET BY ONECALDERA: 1. Incorporation of appropriate materials, a skilled workforce and compliance with the ideal production rules. 2. It shall have a sludge and impurity collector placed in such a way that it can be manipulated out of fire. 3. Sufficient water and steam capacity to prevent fluctuations in steam and water levels. 4. A surface large enough for detachment of water vapor to prevent water
resistance. 5. Constant water circulation inside to keep the temperature even throughout. 6. Good conditions for the gravitationality of the different parts of the boiler in order to avoid insufficient loads that would cause the appliance to break. The boiler must be designed in such a way that if breakage occurs it finds no explosion. 7. High resistance. 8. An incinerator so that the combustion starts and ends inside the home. 9. Heating surfaces so arranged
that the maximum heat content can be extracted from the gases. 10. All parts of the boiler must be accessible in order to be easily cleaned and repaired. 11. Depending on our needs, we will choose one or the other boiler. 12. Measuring instruments, safety valves... 13. You must have a registration and registration password with MIE. 4.1. Construction of a CALDERAIns a general custom to assess boilers of the total heating area available to them,
given that the larger the heating area, the boiler will be improved compared to another of the lower area. An in-depth analysis of a boiler should include the following aspects: Boiler design in its aspects of inspection facilities, maintenance and possible repairs. University of Burgos 20 21. Manual of Industrial Boilers Design of the boiler in relation to the absorption of differential extensions that occur their parts. Tube/plate food system and especially on
the tubular plate in the rear home chamber. Type of common plates/envelope. Household dimension dimensioning, control of load and specific mass density values in relation to TA-AIR indications and DIN flame dimension standards: Specific load &lt; x 1.5 mw/m3 x 1,290,000 Kcal/m3 Specific density &lt; x 7,200,000 Kcal/m2 (circular part of the home tube) Home diameter &gt; x 0.17 * Qi1/3.5 Home length &gt; x 0.2 * Qi1 /2 / Qi is heat introduced in
Kcal / h. Gas temperature at the end of the home and at the entrance to the first tubular beam. Number of tubes, size and length of the first tubular beam. Number of tubes, size and length of the second tubular beam. The gas temperature at the end of the first tubular beam and at the end of the boiler. Speed of gases in the different parts of the boiler. Loss of gas circuit load. Thicknesses of the different parts of the body under pressure and the quality
of the materials used. Quantities of water and steam chamber, as well as evaporation surface (water level) Steam separator system. Types of controls and security. Brand of all accessories, equipment and valves installed in the boiler. Type of combustion equipment. Minimum guaranteed production. As you can see, the value of the total surface area of the boiler does not appear in the analysisanterior and at most we have the analysis of the different
heating surfaces that make up the boiler and which have a different behavior. We indicate the average orientation values of the calorific value through the different parts of a boiler: Depending on the relative importance of one surface relative to another, the average value will vary, so that the boiler's performance improves if the surface of the pipe beams is increased, and in particular elsegundo, the total total kg/m2 value of the boiler will decrease
without improving the boiler's performance. In the first designs of this type of pyrotubular boilers, interior homes, wet chamber and three steps, around the early sixties was designed with the University of Burgos 21 22. Manual of Industrial Boilersvaporizaciones average of 25 Kg/m2 with oversized housing and large number of stubos and large diameter, offering market calderons compared to the current dimensions of boilers of the same production.
As the cost increases of materials and especially labor became more important, boilers with average evaporative speeds had to be designed in addition to reducing the convection heat surface (tubular beams) providing the minimum heat transfer speeds, using a detailed number of tubes and in some cases with smaller diameter, in addition to adjusting the dimensions of limit values according to regulations, depending on the boiler's maximum power.
This design development was so spectacular that the average evaporative quota of 60 Kg/m2 was achieved, resulting in load loss lifted in the gas cycle. Currently the main European manufacturers the first type boilers, With annual productions of more than 3000 units, they design their mayors under the following patterns: Homes within DIN and TA-AIR limits Maximum gas inlet temperature to the first tubular beam of 1000 oC Yield (without
economizer) : 89.5 or 90% Load loss in the gas circuit: 40 to 120 mm. H2O (variable, rising with boiler size). These conditions result in average rates in the order of 45 to 55Kg/m2, without this value being any indication of anything else. Finally, another myth in the boiler market is that the sale price of a boiler must be proportional to its heating surface. A variation of 20% in the average heating area of a boiler will primarily affect the pipes and in a
reduction of labor in addition to a small decrease in the value of the boiler body plates and insulation. These reductions will only affect 49.31% as accessories, burner pumps and boxes remain unchanged. This reduction at most could reach 4% of the total value of the boiler, and since 50% of the price of the boiler depends on the equipment installed in the boiler could be the case that boilers with lower heating area were of the same price as others of
more area, due to the event differences in quality and therefore price between these accessories. Thus, to assess to a reasonable extent the value for money of the various levels available on the market involves a thorough examination of the equipment that affects almost 50% of the price and which is usually the cause of the problems that can occur during the service of the boiler, such as burner, shut-off valves and safety, controls, etc. The
manufacturer of a boiler should be free to choose the design that he deems best from his technical-commercial point of view, and the buyer should only require the University of Burgos 22 23. Manual of Industrial Boilersa real guarantee of the performance and performance of the boiler, as well as the life of the installed equipment, when convinced of the boiler to be acquired after performing the extient analysis indicated at the beginning and forgotten
myths about the average evaporation rate. We must follow beyond this knowledge a specific procedure: Determine the actual thermal effect required in each installation and choose a boiler that does not exceed the calculated power: The usual trend towards to design and calculate a thermal power plant to oversize the generators, to absorb any computational errors and ensure the immediate power required during peak periods. Here comes
thefamous 10% inertia (according to some) or service intermittency (according to others), which corresponds to the calculated effect, to provide a widespread example, as there are other free instruments to suit each designer or installer. The negative effects that come with installing generators oversized are several, but it's not time to relate them all, we'll focus on those that affect consumption, or rather, seasonal performance. Almost all medium and
high power plants, as well as a good portion of the small power ones, use pressure osemigresurirated generators (definitions for each taste), which are coupled mechanical burners with blowers. This is this by referring to gaseous fuels, as there are boilers equipped with atmospheric burners that are usually used for small forces. In the case of liquid fuels, we will not distinguish between powers, because all generators incorporate blow burners, due to
the need for presi6n fuel spraying. With reference to this type of generators, consisting of boiler and blower burner, we must take into account the obligation to perform a pre-treatment of the combustion chamber, consisting in the introduction of ambient temperature air of the thermal power plant (except point exceptions), during a period of variable time and directly proportional to the power generator, inside the boiler home. It seems that no one has
stopped considering the heat loss, such as the introduction of air to a temperature of 20oC in one minute (eg), in a boiler with an average water temperature of 70oC. In itself, the pressure before the pressure would be negligible, but the greater the number of preburriders, the effect of each one would be added together so that it can accurately determine the value of the total losses by integrating integration indefinitely. The determination of immediate
loss or loss per pre-burrido can be calculated as a product between the specific air heat, the airflow inlet and the thermal jump between inlet and outlet through the smoke channel at the University of Burgos 23 24. Manual for industrial boiler smism. This, which seems so simple, is a problem, since we have toconstants and two variables, one of them difficult to determine a priori, since latemperatura of the air outlet of the boiler, will be directly
proportional to the latemperatura of the home and the characteristics (contact surface). Still, an average temperature could be determined that would give us a filled value of loss in each pre-bar, for each type of generator, depending on the ambient latemperature of the thermal power plant. Now comes the second part, integration. In order to determine the total losses over a period of one day (e.g.), it will be necessary to know the number of pre-
burridos that a generator performs during this time, and it is impossible to determine, since the heating systems in their operation are subject to the installations of outdoor ambient temperature, so the number of presprints will vary with the operating conditions of the plant depending on the immediate environment , which in turn is controlled by the difference between the moving internal temperature and the outside temperature. Selection of the most
appropriate burner for the selected boiler: After in the previous line, once we have chosen a generator adapted to the actual needs of the plant, we must consider other aspects of reducing prebarrids, now attributable to the selected burner. It is widespread practice in manufacturers of burners and boilers,recommend burners of powers higher than necessary for each boiler, since a burner allows to regulate its power, within the margins of its work
curves, in large increments. But it's nothing new. The problem begins when we intend to increase the immediate effect of the burner to the boiler when the desired setpoint temperature is exceeded. University of Burgos 24 25. Manual for industrial boilers 5. COMBUSTION: 5.1. INTRODUCTION: As we said above, industrial boilers provide energy in the form of heat, and to achieve this you need a process called combustion. When it comes to
performing it, you have to choose very carefully fuel, the pressure that it will be subjected to. We define combustion as a rapid exotherm chemical reaction, where the oxidation of one substance is performed and the reduction of another. Combustion temperatures vary from 1000 oC to 1650 oC. For combustion to take place, there must be three basic elements: • Comburent: it is the substance that is reduced. The most common fuel is oxygen
contained in atmospheric air. • Fuel: the substance that oxidizes, i.e. The most common are C, H, O and sometimes N and S. • Ignition temperature: It must be high enough to cause ignition. 5.2. CHEMICAL REACTIONS: Chemical reactions must meet the conditions for the combustion process to take place: sufficient fuel-fuel ratio. the mixture of the two substances must be uniform. The ignition temperature is set and monitored so that the fuel
continues to ignite without external heat when combustion begins. University of Burgos 25 26. Manual for industrial boilers In addition, the reactions that occur are: H2 + 1/2 O2 → H2O + 142 MJ/kg. C + 1/2 O2 → CO +9.3 MJ/kg CO + 1/2 O2 → CO2 + 23.5 MJ/Kg.C + O2 → CO2 + 32.8 MJ/kg. S + O2 → SO2 + 165 MJ/Kg. 5.3. COMBUSTITION TYPES: They can be divided into two sections: Depending on the products obtained: Combustion with
excess air There is a higher amount of air than the required minimum. When airexcessed is used, no burning occurs. Combustion with air faults It is the one that is carried out with less quantity than the required minimum air. When using an air fault, it must appear uncovered. Full combustion It is one where excess controlled air and seoxid fuel are used completely so that all carbon is converted into CO2, i.e. co2. The basic combustion reactions are: C
+ CO2 → CO2 H2 + 1/2 O2 → H2O S + SO2 → SO2 University of Burgos 26 27. Manual of Industrial Boilers Incomplete combustion It is one where flue gases contain partially oxidized compounds (hydrogen, CO...) and there is a decrease in the amount of caloric. This combustion may be overburning or air-free. Among the inflated, the most important is CO. Releases less heat than the complete A portion of the fuel passes to CO2 and the rest 1-a to
CO: a.C + a.O2 → a.CO2 (1 – a). C + (1-a)/2 O2 → (1 – a).CO Depending on its development: Generalised or self-ignition combustion When the entire differential volume is under the same conditions and at some point the start of combustion (self-ignition) occurs due to a few conditions in the mixture that do not originate from an external agent. The final stage is fast and can lead to explosions (explosion). Without a spark, the properties of the mixture
produce combustion. Localized combustion Pressure and temperature conditions differ at the different volume points. For your generation you need an external force (ignition) and a forward time flame brake is displayed. It needs ignition sins. Localized combustion with pressure continuity Very fast combustion processes (approx. speed of sound). A shock wave is generated that produces a de-inflationary release (detonation). Localized combustion
with temperature continuity The combustion rate is much lower than that of sound; in addition, there is a temperature continuity on the flame front, which is maintained by the energy released in Called deflagration. University of Burgos 27 28. Manual for industrial boilers 5.4. COMBUSTION AIR: 5.4.1. MINIMUM AIR: Known estechiometry of the reactions involved in combustion and considering that the composition of one kilogram of fuel is: C s Kg.
carbon/Kg. of fuelH - Kg. of hydrogen / kg. of fuels - Kg. of sulfur / Kg. of fuelO - Kg. of fuel C + H + S + O + W + A-1W - Kg. of water / Kg. fuel Calculations to obtain the amount of oxygen needed to perform the complete combustion, is:1 mol C x 12 gr. → 1 mol O2 x 32 gr. X x 2.67 kg. O21 Kg.C → x Kg. O21 mole H2 2 2 gr. → x 1/2 mole O2 x 16 gr. X x 8 Kg. O21 mole S . 32 gr. → 1 mol O2 x 32 gr. X x 1 Kg. O2 Taking into account the results
obtained, the minimum amount of oxygen is: Omin's 2.67C + 8H + S - O (Kg.O2/Kg. fuel) But in the atmosphere we do not really have oxygen, so the amount of aired air required will be: Amin Omin / 0.23 (Kg.O2/Kg. fuel)V Amin / 1293 (m3 /Kg.) University of Burgos 28 29. Manual for industrial boilers 5.4.2. EXCESS AIR: Excess air is due to the size of the fuel particles, making a perfect mixture between the fuel and the fuel, and the time the mixture
remains inside the home is very short, leaving through the chimney a part of the air that has not reacted. When higher plain is introduced, second level reactions appear. This requires the use of a greater amount of compressed air than combustion air; Excess air is therefore the difference between the actual air imported and the calculated minimum air. The ratio of the two types airs the excess air coefficient: AREA no AMON . Fuels are burned up to
the maximum oxidation. This means that we do not have combustible substances in the vapours. The values between which n oscillates are: n x 1.5 – 2.0 for solid fuel. n x 1.1 - 1.2 for liquid fuels. n x 1.0 - 1.1 for gaseous fuels. This excess air can cause secondary reactions with reaction products and multiple vapors: O2 + 1/2 O2 → SO3 SO3 + H2O → SO4 H2 Sulphuric acid causes corrosion in ducts and chimneys when secondensa below 150oC;
If these acids occur, we will need to evacuate smoke at higher temperatures at the chimney, resulting in significant descaling loss (loss from sensitive heat from fumes). 5.4.3. COMPOSITION OF HUMOS: Taking into account the reactions generated by combustion, we know that smoke is produced by: CO2, CO, H2O, SO2, N2, O2, H2, CH4 and hydrocarbons. Through molecular real, we can find the amounts of these combustion of 1 kg of fuel:
University of Burgos 29 30. Manual for industrial boilers 22.4VCO2 vapours x.C (m3 CO2 / Kg. fuel) 12 22.4VCO vapours (1-x). C (m3 CO / Kg fuel) 12 22.4 22.4 VH2O vapours . H+ . W (m3 H2O/kg. fuel) 2 18 22.4VSO2 vapours . S (m3 SO2/Kg fuel) 32 We must take into account that in addition to combustion products, in smoke there will also be unused oxygen in the reaction and total eaten nitrogen; so the amount of oxygen in the vapours will be
the difference between the actually introduced and the one consumed in the reaction for the formation of CO2, CO, H2O, SO2: C H S O (1 x x). CVO2 Vapour - O introduced - Oconsumed - 22.4 (n-1). ( + + - )+ 12 4 32 32 24(m3 O2/Kg. fuel) 22,4 VN2 vapours x 0,79 . Real Vaire + . No 28 0,79 C H S O No 22,4 . N. ( + + - )+ (m3 O2/Kg. fuel) 0,21 12 4 32 32 28 The total amount of vapours (the amount of wet fumes) will be the sum of the quantities
obtained above:Vt - VCO2 + VCO + VH2O + VS O2 + VO2 + VN2 The amount of dry vapour is the total volume of steam that discountes the amount absorbed by the water vapor generated in combustion:Dry slats - Vt - VH2O - n.C (1 x). C n H n.S O n No 22.4 . + +( .1) . + + (1 - )+ 2.52 24 0.21 4 6.72 32 0.21 28(m3 fumes/kg. fuel) University of Burgos 30 31. Manual for industrial boilers 5.4.4. COMBUSTION AIR FANS: These are the elements that
should send the free air to the burner. In industrial installations the fan is always installed separate from the burner, to avoid noise the fan is usually placed in a phossitute in the front of the boiler, since the fan is the highest element of the industrial central; and in this place will take up less space. It is very common to equip these fans with silencers attached to the suction tube to reduce and dampen the sound level that occurs. The fans must always be
installed and constructed according to the following criteria: the drive of the electric motor to which the fan shaft must be at belts and pulleys. In this way, subsequent adjustments can be made to the flow rate driven by the burner, and the rotational speed may vary by installing a different set of pulleys and belts that allow direct transmission. Flexible gaskets shall be installed between the fan and the drive joints of the burner or air device in order to
dampen vibrations and absorb any extensions of the boiler. 5.5. INCINERATION CONTROL: There are currently important economic changes and industrial operating conditions. It is therefore cost-effective to introduce advanced technology management systems to: Maintain the pressure of flow rate in accordance with load variations. Maintain a way to work with maximum security guarantees. Optimize fuel consumption through increased
performance. Reduce pollutant emissions. The most important factors for a steam boiler to take into account, so that the combustion develops properly and can be well controlled, are: Equipment in which it develops. University of Burgos 31 32. Manual of Industrial Boilers Variable checked: is the pressure of the steam in the general collector. The relationship between aircraft and fuel. Air/fuel mix quality. Space needed for combustion to develop
properly. Air infiltration/gas leakage. Exhaust gas analysis (smoke). 5.5.1. CONTROL METHODS: Mechanical control: The primary variable to be checked is vapour pressure, which is measured using a modulating printedote. This signal electrically places an engine that indirectly operates the fuel oil valve. The engine operates both a mechanical cam that removes cutting of oily air regulation shots. This cam is designed to constantly keep the air-fuel
ratio to the various boiler gears. Direct pneumatic control: The variable to be checked is the vapour pressure and the previous mechanical system has been replaced by a pneumatic system. Both this and the previous system operate taking into account the conditions of combustion, i.e. the conditions under which combustion is carried out. Not everything is advantageous, imbalances appear against us in the pre-signed combustion that causes the
darkness of fumes and unburned. University of Burgos 32 33. Manual for industrial boilers Serial measurement control: The vapour pressure works by placing the fuel input valve. The measured fuel flow places the fuel control cutter through a manual air-fuel ratio station. We can improve the system by introducing fuel flow and fuel air measurements that act as system damping. In the first instance, it is about fuel, which means a gap in certain or long-
term shipments, which means greater unjustified consumption. University of Burgos 33 34. Manual of Industrial Boilers Parallel measurement control: Air and fuel respond simultaneously to load variations instead of answering one of them first, and then the transient periods are reduced. Parallel cross-border measurement control: This system ensures that excess air is always available for combustion, as: When the load increases, the airflow
increases first and then the fuel flow. When the load, the fuel is reduced first and then the air. University of Burgos 34 35. Manual for industrial boilers 5.5.2. CONTROL TYPES WITH MEASUREMENT CORRECTION: With these types of controls, we try to incorporate an additional system to improve control by correcting the air/fuel ratio. This correction is based on the measurement of some parameters/parameters and on making the signal obtained
over the general air/fuel ratio control system. O2 Measurement Correction: The system works by changing the manually set air-to-fuel ratio. Paraello sets an optimal oxygen level target in the gases, and its oxygen regulator compares the measured value of the gas to the level we set above to add or remove air to fit the target. University of Burgos 35 36. Manual of Industrial Boilers Control by CO measurement: It is a system very similar to the previous
one; in this case, it consists of mediating the amount of CO found in the gases and comparing it with the target set. CO2 measurement control: This method is widely used due to the following features: Simplicity: The maximum performance set control point is regardless of the fuel used. Safety: For complete combustion, it is better to use CO than O2 if we refer to a quantity of unburned fuel. Reliability: The CO signal is not affected by O2, but vice
versa it is. Within this correction, we can examine three different methods: o Combustion performance: if excess air is reduced, the CO content increases rapidly due to incomplete combustion. Instead, if we increase excess air, CO sereduce very slowly. Therefore, it will waste energy on heating excess air that is introduced. The factors that affect this method are: 1. Condition of the facilities, burners ... 2. Weather variables (temperature, pressure...) 3.
Boiler load variations. 4. Variations in fuel composition There will be better performance if we maintain CO between 100 and 150 p.p.m. or Influence of manual performance control: Two effects occur: 1. Yield values are much lower than those achieved by CO control. Sometimes, when we enter the area with low excess air, we get a large percentage of unless. University of Burgos 36 37. Industrial boiler manual or influence of Oxygen Control on
Performance: The measured oxygen content in gases should theoretically be a line function of excess curve air. But this is not true by: 1. The unwavering that arises. 2. In and out of the gas circuit. 3. The measurement error for the equipment. Correction by measure for Loss: It is related to dividends, taking into account the losses that occur. We must at all times have the minimum value that the correlation takes. Blackening Index: This is the method
used for determining solid burns. There are two indices: Ringelmann and Bacharach. Both indices are qualitative, i.e. These indices are used from an air pollution point of view. 5.5.3. CONTROL OF THE COMBUSTION OF RESIDUOS: In the past, the waste burned them when we no longer needed them, but today it is being done to use their fuel, i.e. to burn them. Incineration only of waste: It is the easiest method to use, but not the best; It is only
usable when conventional fuel is not needed to stabilize combustion and when the boiler's aerodynamic response is sufficient to compensate for the usual variations of load. Incineration according to a regularly controlled fuel-to-waste ratio: both fuels must be burned at the same time and in any proportion; in addition, the control system shall allow a fuel to be adjusted manually while the other fuel responds to the load variation. University of Burgos 37
38. Manual of Industrial Boilers Incineration, where waste is the basis:I this method it is supplemented with the usual fuel to follow variations in demand. Incineration, where the usual fuel is basicSee complements with waste according to variations in demand. 5.6. PERFORMANCE: 5.6.1. COMBUSTION CAPACITY: Two processes are specified in thermal installations: - Conversion of chemical energy from fuel to heat. - Transmission of this heat to
the load. In order to achieve good energy consumption, it is necessary that the efficiency of these two processes is as much as possible, i.e. the efficiency of the energy consumption. Heat loss that occurs in all thermal installations is grouped in: Latent heat loss of vapours: Only the evaporative heat of the water is used if the temperature of the smoke snur for condensation of water into an atmosphere. Pc.l. s. magua . P.C.S. – P.C.I. Loss from
sensitive heat from vapours: Smoke emitted into the atmosphere at a temperature higher than the environment carries an energy that is not used. PC.s. - mhumos . C p, fumes. (T vapour - to) University of Burgos 38 39. Manual for industrial boilers Loss from solid or gas forming: Solid combustion: OP(%/P.C.I.). Gas burning: [CH] 21 [CO] [CH] OP P.C.I . Pinq . + + . 21 . [O 2] 3100 1000 65 100O2: % oxygen in gases.CO: in the gases. CH: PPM of
CH in gases. OP: opacity in gases. Theoretical combustion performance: P.C.I. Pinq Ecombustion - P.C.I . 5.6.2. Performance of a boiler: Boiler loss - Pnominal; PUTIL - PNOMINAL Direct method for calculating the efficiency of a boiler: Method based on the direct measurements performed by some parameters. We measure the total amount of reheated steam and the amount of fuel consumed. PUTIL m WATER (hs - han) - PNOMINAL mCOMB.
Q.C.I. University of Burgos 39 40. Manual of Industrial Boilers Indirect method of calculating the efficiency of a boiler: It consists in measuring the losses that occur, and from them, to achieve performance. E x 100 - Tab. Loss: Loss - P1 + P2 + P3 Loss from sensitive heat in vapours (% over P.C.I.): Pc.s.m (T s To) P1 . 100 x HUMOS . CP , HUMOS HUMOS . 100 P.C.I . Q.C.I. Loss from unwavering (% over P.C.I.): Pi.q. 21 [CO] [CH] OP P2 . 100 . +
+ P.C.I . 21 x [O 2] 3100 1000 65 Radiation and other losses (% on P.C.I.): These are losses from wire and radiation through the walls of the home. They depend on the type and properties of the boiler. If we work in partial load, the losses are inversely proportional to % of the load. 5.6.3. CONDITIONS TO MEET MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE: Normal boilers have the maximum performance depending on the load, when between 65-85% of the
maximum load. As a result, the most efficient boilers must operate on a stationary scheme, and the least efficient boilers should be used to absorb the specific requirements of the company. High-pressure scratches are more effective. The steam produced by these hips should be used in the most efficient way. University of Burgos 40 41. Manual of Industrial Boilers A working plan should be established for boilers in order to meet the demand for
steam, so that the discrepancies between demand and production are minimal. A latent maintenance system can be set up for boilers that are stopped when the demand for steam is low. Latent maintenance consists of keeping the boiler at operating pressure, for which it can be started from time to time, so that heat loss through the exchange surfaces with the atmosphere is compensated. For latent maintenance losses to be minimal, follow the
following indications: Avoid convection in ducts. Keep burners and burners at maximum efficiency and under maintenance conditions that ensure safety during start-up periods. Avoid condensation in reheating. Establish the establishment of initial and interconnection systems to ensure low losses. If boiler aids are common, standards, a program and the use of such services should be determined for each boiler according to the loads for which they are
to be operated. 5.6.4. FUEL COST: Pútil mcombustible (Kg. / h) P.C.I .. E 6. FUELS: We call fuel for any substance that can burn, that is, the substance that escapes from quickly combining with oxygen with a more internal heat de-sion. All industrial fuels are characterized by being composed of mixed parts of few elements. The largest proportion by weight consists of carbon, hydrogen and, in most cases, sulphur. The rest consists of humidity,
University of Burgos 41 42. Manual of Industrial Boilerscenizas, oxygen and nitrogen, and in its presence strains technological problems and deapplying is specific to each type of fuel. 6.1. FUEL CHARACTERISTICS: • CALORIFIC VALUE: Is the energy per fuel mass unit released in full combustion with infants and products with standard conditions. This magnitude is enthalped and can be calculated on the basis of the heats released in the reactions.
• TOP burn value (P.C.S.): occurs when the combustion process is completed and the water vapours in the vapours are condensed. It is measured in a calorimeter. O P.C p. 8100 . C + 34400 . (H - ) + 2500 . S 8 • LOWER CALORIFIC VALUE (P.C.I.): Measured if combustion products are cooled to the starting temperature, keep the water in a gaseous state. O P.C.I. p. 8100 . C + 28700 . ( H - + 2500 . S - 600 . W 8 University of Burgos 42 43.
Manual of Industrial Boilers • COMBUR-VORO POWER: is the mass of air needed to perform the esteciometric combustion of one kilogram of fuel. • FUM-GERO POWER: is the mass of dry fumes produced in the esteciometric combustion of one kilogram of fuel. • Flammability limits (LOWER / TOP) (Li / Ls): is the minimum/maximum value of the fuel percentage in the mixture for which combustion takes place. If we exceed the L's, the absence of an
efburent prevents combustion. If we don't reach li, the lack of fuel won't allow combustion. • FIRE TEMPERATURE: This is the temperature of the fuel that the fumes emitted by the fuel first inflame if they come into contact with a flame. Its value depends on various factors: division condition, the ratio of the mixture ... • COMBUSTION TEMPERATURE: it is the temperature higher than that of inflammation, where the combustion of fumes from a fuel
occurs for 5 or more seconds when it comes into contact with a flame. Its value depends on the state of the division, the proportion of the presence of catalysts. 6.2. Types of fuels: Below is a table with classification of industrial fuels: University of Burgos 43 44. Manual for industrial boilers 6.2.1. Solid fuels:a. TYPES: Wood: or Older and more traditional fuels. o It doesn't have much interest in the industry. o Biodegradable element even after
combustion. o Reasonably cheap price (even free). o Affects several sensitive aspects (smell, vision, touch, hearing). o It is a combustible element without explosive force. o High calorie effect of some species. Plant waste: or very numerous. o Consumption limited to the industries that generate it or to specific areas. o They are consumed in homes designed for combustion. Natural coal: Solid fossil fuels, formed from ancient plants that grew
enpantans or along the coasts. The types of natural coal are: Peat: or fibrous masses of partially degraded plant material that have accumulated in places flooded with water. o They are used as bad fuels. o Its heat output is lower than lignite, coal and anthranites from 30000-15000 KJ/Kg. or Carbon content: 55-65 %. o Humidity &gt; 75%. Brunkulos: o You have undergone a carbonization process superior to peat. o They are divided into brown lignite
and black lignite. carbon content: 65-75%. o Humidity: 70%, it should be afsicced to improve combustion. University of Burgos 44 44
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